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About Our Company
Going from strength to strength.
After being in the security business for over 17 years in Cyprus and 18 years in
the UK Armstrong Private Security Ltd are still at the forefront of technology in
the battle against crime. They use the latest technology and the most up to
date methods to detect and deter crime against your property or business.
Over recent years crime in Cyprus has dramatically increased. It has also
adapted to cope with some of the measures put in place to deter it. Gone are
the days when simply closing your fly screen would keep the unwanted
creatures out of your property. These days you have to stay one step ahead of
the criminals or risk the consequences.
Armstrong Private Security Ltd has put all their technical knowledge and the
years of experience to adapt to the changing ways the criminals attack your
property. Sure, they offer the traditional high quality systems and service that
is the signature of a quality security company. But now they have introduced
new technical knowledge and ideas within the company to bring the systems
that will provide a level of protection not seen before in Cyprus.
Armstrong Private Security Ltd have also addressed the high cost of security
systems here to bring a range of systems that can be installed by you the home
owner, with the systems ready programmed for your use and with the benefit
of being able to access technical support and installation guides for all the
aspects of the systems and installation it is a great for those on a budget or not
wanting workmen in their property. If you subsequently find that you have
bitten off more than you can chew. They can still help. They will complete the
installations for you. Being fully licenced by the Cyprus police and with more
experience than just about any security company in Cyprus you can't go wrong.

About Our Company
The company boasts a totally new website for 2019 where you can see the
range of equipment and services on offer. It allows the purchase products and
services for use in Cyprus or worldwide.
If you would like to see the systems and products on offer they can be
found at www.armstrongsecurity.net or if you are one of those people like
me that needs to touch the products and chat to a someone for advice,
they have a shop in Kato Paphos where the range of equipment can be
seen there on display. They have solutions for all security problems.
Alan Armstrong and Kevin Powell owners of Armstrong Private Security Ltd says
"we are more than happy to help; Advice is free and with the many years of
experience I am sure we can provide helpful information on any situation. We
have new systems or upgrades that can be added to your existing security to
make it tougher for the criminal to go undetected. The burglars of today are
breaking into property for cash, jewellery and any other items they can get
their hands on in a couple of minutes. Most of the systems will only alert you
once a break-in has taken place. Sure your alarm system is a great deterrent
and will let you know if a break-in occurs, but now we have systems to alert the
owner as soon as a would-be burglar comes on the property. They give a heads
up for the owner before any damage has been done. These systems are
suitable for villas, apartments and many other locations. Call us, we will show
you what can be done".
Armstrong Private Security Ltd is truly going from strength to strength in 2019.

Frequently Asked Questions
Can I still set the alarm if my pet is in the house?
Yes you can. Our systems are pet friendly and are there to protect your pets as well as you and your
property.

What happens if my property were to lose power?
Our alarm system has a battery back up which can last a minimum of 8 hours, so your alarm will still work
for over 8 hours without power.

What if I have an accident in my garden and cannot get back into the house?
No need to worry your medical button can work for up to approximately 100 metres from your property.
So all you need to do is press your button and an ambulance will be sent to your property.

What happens if my alarm activates?
When your alarm activates, the monitoring station will immediately contact you act fast to get the service
you require.
If your smoke/ heat detector were to activate the fire service would be deployed to your property.
If you were to press your medical button the paramedics would be deployed to your property.
If your intruder alarm was to activate Armstrong Private Security Ltd will respond to the activation by
sending guarded response to your property.
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The Alarm Equipment
2-Way Audio Box/ Keypad
If your alarm activates this box allows the monitoring
station to talk to you through the panel and you can talk
back to them.

Wireless Pet Friendly PIR Sensor
This sensor is wireless and can be mounted in any room
in your property. It is also pet friendly, so you can still
set your alarm while your pet is in the property.

Wireless Door/Window Contact
This door/window contract can detect if your door/
window is open and activates the alarm. It also detects if
its being tampered with.

Wireless smoke & Heat Detector
This 2-way Wireless Smoke and Heat Detector is designed to blend perfectly in any household surroundings,
and provide the highest level of safety for domestic
environment.

The Alarm Equipment
Proxy tags
These tags can be used to unset the system with the keypad
so there is no need to remember any codes.

Wireless Remote Key fob
This remote can be used to set and unset the system
from outside the property or in your bedroom when you
are going to bed.

Wireless Medical Button
This panic button is to be worn at all times while at home,
if you were to have an accident/incident in your home/
garden you can press your panic button and the
emergency services will be contacted and sent to your
property.

Bell Box
The bell box is there to deter and potential intruders.

Our systems are provided by Visonic which is a highly reputable alarm
manufacturer

Optional Extras
Internet Connection Required
Camera PIR sensor—Indoor & Outdoor
If there was an activation to happen on your alarm, these
cameras would record a video and take pictures and send it to
the monitoring station and your smart phone in your app.

Carbon Monoxide Detector
The Visonic carbon monoxide detector gives early warning of
carbon monoxide poisoning danger, preventing damage to vital
organs and even death.

VisonicGO is the mobile app that gives your customers peace of mind about their home
and business security wherever they are. They can see inside their home or business and
make informed decisions about events and notifications, and implement key changes, all
in real time, from anywhere, via their smartphone or tablet.

Our systems are provided by Visonic which is a
highly reputable alarm manufacturer

Dahua CCTV

Our High Quality CCTV is here to
watch over your property and keep
your family and your property safe.

You can connect this to your
smartphone or tablet and the CCTV
can send alerts to your phone.
Wherever you are in the world you
can always keep an eye on your
property.

Guarded Response
What Happens when

your intruder alarm
activates?
With Armstrong Private Security Ltd
Guarded Response and key holder
service our 24 hour guards will
swiftly attend the property and assess the situation accordingly.
Should there be any evidence of a
break in shown we will arrange for
police attendance. Any damage to
the property will be rectified and
charged accordingly. No property is
ever left unsecure.

Come visit our showroom or contact us
for more information

